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Advisers’ Guide to Student Activities
This essential resource for any adviser of a student activity organization features: Listing of
typical adviser responsibilities; Tips for understanding the organization and getting started
with officers; Guidance on project planning and working with committees; Tips for planning
and conducting effective meetings; Information on developing project and organization
budgets; Ideas for successful fundraising; Strategies for giving constructive feedback and
much more!

Career Connection
Career Connection guides youth to explore career pathways and learn skills for success in
families, careers and communities.
Leaders at Work recognizes members who strengthen their leadership skills on the job.

Chapter Handbook – CD-Rom
The FCCLA Chapter Handbook gives you step-by-step instructions for leading an FCCLA chapter.
Filled with time-tested methods for helping students make the most of their involvement.
Named the single most useful FCCLA resource by advisors.

Power of One
This new material contains Power of One programs. This program uses great activities for all
skill levels to help young people build leadership skills. The Power of One program encourages
personal and leadership development and helps members compete individual projects in the
five areas of A Better You, Family Ties, Speak Out for FCCLA, Take the Lead, and Working on
Working.

Energizers and Icebreakers
This book is written to guide, assist, and stimulate the group leaders, counselors, peer
professionals, peer helpers, and teacher who work with others and believe in active learning.

Essential Guide to FCCLA in the Classroom CD-Rom
Integrating FCCLA chapters into the classroom saves time and energy – and makes your
teaching efforts more effective! This comprehensive Essential Guide detail how to explore,
set up, plan, introduce, and evaluate co-curricular FCCLA. The CD contains worksheets,
lesson plans, resources, and hyperlinks that you can personalize to meet the needs of your
in-class chapter.

FACTS (Families Acting for Community Traffic Safety) - Jumpdrive
This resource includes complete units with lesson plans, PowerPoints, and activities for
classroom integration.
**FCCLA Guide to Preparing Future Advisers- CD-ROM**  
This resource is for university teacher educators who are preparing student teachers for their role as an FCCLA advisor. With information on chapter management programming and structure, this CD is an interactive tool for creative teaching techniques, while integrating FCCLA into the classroom.

**FCCLA Knowledge Bowl Prep Program**  
The prep program complies with the National Standards for Family and Consumer Sciences. It also supports the FCCLA Family and Consumer Sciences Knowledge Bowl and provides teachers with an instant assessment of student understanding of core Family and Consumer Sciences curriculum including 6 knowledge bowl question categories.

**Families First – Jump drive**  
The FCCLA Families First national peer education program through which youth gain a better understanding of how families work and learn skills to become strong family members. Its goals are to: help youth become strong family members and leaders for today and tomorrow and strengthen the family as the basic unit of society.

**Financial Fitness – Jump drive**  
The goal of Financial Fitness is to inform and inspire teens to sharpen their skills in money management, consumerism, and financial planning. Although the income of your typical teen is limited, they tend to spend a tremendous amount of money. This program will help students learn to manage their money wisely. Teens who learn to handle their finances will become adults who know how to manage their money in order to build better lives for themselves and their families and to strengthen the economy.

**Fundraising for Student Activities (The Bucks Start Here)**  
This essential resource for anyone who conducts school fundraisers also features: Project planning guides or organizing fundraisers; Tips for selecting and working with vendors; ideas for making money through group activities; Budgeting for events and organizations; Pitfalls to avoid; Fundraising resources and much more!

**Guide for Middle Level FCCLA Chapters**  
This guide is a quick and easy approach to integrating co-curricular FCCLA activities at the middle level. Project ideas make life easier for teachers of grades 5-8 by showing FCCLA’s connection to educational goals and concepts, national programs, and other subject areas.

**Leadership Lessons and More Leadership Lessons**  
These 2 books are designed to help teachers teach leadership skills to students. The lessons are designed to let students practice various aspects of leadership by experiencing a situation, then discussing what happened, to extract the essential elements that they will be able to apply to new situations.

**Parliamentary Procedure Without Stress**  
Published by the National Association of Secondary School Principals, this book is designed to help you understand and recognize the benefits of applying parliamentary procedure rules to your meetings. Once you begin practicing parliamentary procedure, you will discover the logic behind the motions and order of business. Your organization as a whole will benefit, as decisions are made more efficiently and more members are encouraged to participate in this most democratic process.

**Pointers on Parliamentary Procedure/Pointers on Parliamentary Procedure Workbook (2 Books)**  
These instructional materials are intended mainly for the adult or secondary school student who may find the conventional books on parli pro too complicated or too difficult for introductory study. The material is based on a recent publication of the National Association of Parliamentarians (NAP) which presents in a clear, comprehensive manner the basics of parli pro needed not only by every officer of a club or other organization, but by each member who wishes to participate in the business of the meeting.
Use these resources to obtain new ideas on creative teaching and chapter programming. These ideas were presented by advisors at the National Cluster Meeting and “the best of the best” have been put into an easy-to-use format which cross-references FCCLA programs with each topic.

**Student Body – Jump Drive**
The FCCLA Student Body national peer education program helps young people learn to eat right, be fit, and make healthy choices. Its goals are to: help young people make informed, responsible decisions about their health, provide youth opportunities to teach others, and develop healthy lifestyles, as well as communication and leadership skills.

**The Handbook to Ultimate Leadership**
This book is a comprehensive guide to FCCLA - past and present - for anyone looking to start a new chapter or expand and improve their current chapter. Complete with CD ROM containing helpful handouts, integrated lesson plans, and tons of contact information for community based organizations for chapters to partner with. The Handbook is one resource no chapter should be without.

**Ultimate Officer**
This publication is a must-have for all FCCLA leaders! The Ultimate Officer Handbook & Training Manual is full of activities and resources for the FCCLA leader. Use this manual as an instructional tool or textbook for teaching leadership in every Family and Consumer Sciences class.

*Items borrowed must be returned within 2 weeks of arrival date. If the materials are not returned, your school district will be charged for the loss.*